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1. Introduction 
The National Skills Academy for Nuclear welcomes Dr Weightman’s report – 
‘Japanese earthquake and tsunami: Implications for the UK Nuclear Industry, 
Interim Report.’ This is an essential piece of work that is of fundamental 
importance to the sustainable future of the UK Nuclear Industry. It also 
potentially has significant Global impact.  
 
In this report as well as technical and environmental issues there are also skills, 
training and behavioural implications. The NSA Nuclear commits to supporting 
and working with Dr Weightman and the Nuclear Industry in addressing the skills, 
training and behavioural issues identified in a coherent and strategic approach for 
the UK.  
 
2. Relevant Report Points for Consideration and Response by NSA 
Nuclear: 
2.1.1 Issue: 299, Page 53: ‘Further more we consider the industry should review 
any consequential impact on operator (and other personnel) training 
requirements. We recognise the limitations of current simulator models to support 
the formal training of severe accident management, and will consider the 
reasonably practicability and safety benefit of extending routine training in severe 
accident response.’  
 
2.1.2 Response:  NSA Nuclear developed a comprehensive proposal in 
2009/2010 to develop a UK network of simulation training centres in: Scotland 
(Strathclyde), the Northwest (Daresbury) and the Southwest (Barnwood). This 
proposal was not taken forward due to lack of funding commitment from industry, 
however this proposal is ready to develop and take forward if funding and 
industry commitment for this simulator network is forthcoming. A key element of 
this is to provide simulation training facilities off site so they can be used by 
companies and individuals before they go on a Licensed nuclear site ensuring that 
the workforce can go through various simulated situations including severe 
accident management even before they start work on site.  
 
2.2.1 Issue: 322, Page 57: ‘Recognising the role of the operator in responding to 
the extreme events it would be prudent to review our (Magnox Ltd) SBERG and 
SAG to determine if any improvements could be made. Training in and practising 
of the deployment of these guidelines will also be considered.’  
 
2.2.2 Response: Magnox Ltd is a member of NSA Nuclear and if training is 
required in this area we will work with them to source the best provision and 
programmes for this via our High Quality provider Network.  
 
2.3.1 Issues: 420, 1, 2, 3 and 4, Page 78 Report Conclusion: ‘With more 
information there is likely to be considerable scope for lessons learnt about 
human behaviour in severe accident conditions that will be useful in enhancing 
contingency arrangements and training in the UK for such events.’  
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Report Recommendation: ‘The UK nuclear industry should review existing 
severe accident contingency arrangements and training, giving particular 
consideration to the physical, organisational, behavioural, emotional and cultural 
aspects for workers having to take actions on site, especially long periods. This 
should take account of the impact of using contractors for some aspects on site 
such as maintenance and their possible response.’  
 
2.3.2 Response: NSA Nuclear was established to develop a coherent and 
strategic approach to skills development across the UK nuclear industry 
embracing all sub sectors and all levels of the industry from the largest SLC to 
the smallest supply chain company. NSA Nuclear is therefore ideally placed to 
support the industry address this recommendation. This recommendation needs 
addressing in a coherent industry wide approach with an industry wide strategy 
and training solutions agreed and implemented. The NSA Board should establish a 
working group to identify the training issues, standards and behavioural 
competencies required, these should then be built into the appropriate Job 
Context so that they become a clear requisite for appropriate personnel working 
in the sector. The Nuclear Skills Passport will be of fundamental importance as 
the vehicle to clearly record, validate and demonstrate that individuals have 
achieved the training and standards required.  
 
3. Suggestions for Additional Coverage in the Final Report 
3.1 Whilst there is some limited reference to the importance of skills, training and 
behavioural issues in the interim report this needs to be strengthened in the final 
report. The impact of human behaviours, attitudes and competencies in any 
disaster situation are fundamental and can be the deciding factor as to whether 
something remains an incident or becomes a major accident.  
 
3.2 This report is eagerly awaited not just by the industry and the Government 
but also by the public. They want clear assurances of the quality, integrity and 
safety of the UK Nuclear Industry. The leading role that the UK nuclear industry 
has played in the development of a coherent national approach to excellence in 
skills for the nuclear industry, via NSA Nuclear, should be highlighted and 
emphasized so that the public are re-assured about the importance and 
commitment industry has to skills and safety.  
 
Additionally this is important so that young people continue to see the nuclear 
industry as a safe and worthwhile career option. If we are to deliver our future 
nuclear programme effectively and safely it is essential to attract a significant 
number of high quality new entrants into the industry at all levels from 
Apprentice to Post Graduate. For this to happen they need to be assured the 
industry is safe and that the quality of training and skills development they will 
receive is of the highest standard.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. NSA Nuclear is identified in the report as a lead partner to support and enable 

the UK Nuclear Industry develop and maintain a skilled and safe workforce 
now and in the future, across the core industry and the breadth of the supply 
chain. NSA Nuclear Board to establish a working group to take responsibility 
for driving this forwards.  

 
2.  The Nuclear Skills Passport with the support of ONR should become a ‘Licence 

to Practice’ from a workforce perspective. Providing the industry with: 
 

a. A clear mechanism to state the skills and competencies required for all 
roles and in all situations. 
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b. A secure platform to record, evidence and validate the attainment of 
these skills and competencies. 

c. A vehicle to support the demonstration of SQEP. With further 
investment and development the Nuclear Skills Passport could also be 
the mechanism to develop an industry wide approach to demonstrate, 
evidence and record the ‘E’ of SQEP in addition to the current function 
re evidencing the ‘Q’ of SQEP. 

d. A process to respond with agility and flexibility to any future skills 
needs and issues. 

e. A mechanism to demonstrate to Industry, Government and the public 
the level of excellence in skills for the nuclear industry.  

 
3. Use the NSA Nuclear as a global exemplar for the nuclear industry. Whilst the 

focus of NSA Nuclear is on the UK Nuclear Industry there is very significant 
interest in all that has been developed from a range of countries, especially 
those new to nuclear. In light of the global impacts of the Fukushima incident 
it is of paramount importance that all nuclear countries have a nuclear 
workforce that can clearly demonstrate that it works to the highest of 
international standards. The UK can and should support this global safety 
drive by disseminating the UK skills development approach of NSA Nuclear.  

 
 
 
Jean Llewellyn OBE 
Chief Executive  
National Skills Academy for Nuclear 
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